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Abstract: Bluetooth operates in a master-slave structure having point to multi-point communication between master 
and its slaves. A master is like a manger in network that is responsible for monitoring and controlling its slaves and 
communications. A slave is akin to an Agent that is an active member in piconet and other members are known as 
parked that are act as non-active member slave of master in a piconet. The current paper highlights a master slave 
structure and communication between different participants. The paper also involves the key features of frequency 
hopping technique of Bluetooth for secured communication, voice and data transmissions as well as hardware 
specifications. The paper also depicts the two modules i.e. radio module for modulation methods and link module 
for error detections and corrections for successful transmission of data between Bluetooth devices. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Bluetooth is a packet-based protocol with a master-slave structure [1] (function of the type point to multiple-point) 
[2]. Two or more units can share the same channel, and these units then form a small network called Piconet [4]. 
One unit acts as the master of the piconet, and all other units act as slaves, a master can control up to seven slaves in 
his zone [2]. Each of the active slaves has an assigned 3-bit Active Member address (AM_ADDR) [10]. The master 
is simply the first apparatus connected and is the one that sets the clock and the frequency jumping sequence as well 
as the access code for the link. There can be additional slaves which remain synchronized to the master, but do not 
have an Active Member address [10]. These slaves are not active and are referred to as parked [10]. For the case of 
both active and parked units, all channel access is regulated by the master. A parked device has an 8-bit Parked 
Member Address (PM_ADDR), thus limiting the number of parked members to 256 [10]. A parked device remains 
synchronized to the master clock and can very quickly become active and begin communicating in the piconet [10]. 
All the Bluetooth modules of the same Piconet use the same frequency jumping sequence [2] and are synchronized 
with the masters clock (basic clock) which ticks at 312.5 µs intervals, for exchange of packets [1]. Two clock ticks 
make up a slot of 625 µs; two slots make up a slot pair of 1250 µs [1]. All packet transmissions are started at the 
beginning of one of the 625 µs time slots. A packet may last up to 5 time slots. In addition, these time slots can be 
reserved for synchronous applications such as voice data. [10] In the simple case of single-slot packets the master 
transmits in even slots and receives in odd slots; the slave, conversely, receives in even slots and transmits in odd 
slots. At first it is the master who sends a packet at a frequency f(k), the slave to whom this packet is addressed (and 
only this one) has the right to reply to it in the time interval following the arrival of the master packet. The reply 
from the slave is then given on the frequency channel f (k+1). On reception of a master packet, a synchronization 
word on the top of it enables the slave to re-synchronizes his clock. [2] Whatever happens, the machine's role 
(master or slave) is invisible to the user. Also, one apparatus/unit can participate in several piconets, being the 
master in one and slave in others [4]. This is accomplished through time division multiplexing [10].The interlacing 
of several piconets forms what is called a Scatternet. Around 10 independent piconets (or up to 80 apparatus) can 
transmit at maximum output. Above that, the network becomes saturated [2]. In a scatternet, the two (or more) 
piconets are not synchronized in either time or frequency [10]. Each of the piconets operates in its own frequency 
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hopping channel (sequence) to allow communication [4], this unique hopping sequence which is determined using 
an algorithm that uses the Bluetooth device address of the master device [10]. All Bluetooth units in the piconet are 
then synchronized to this hopping sequence [10]. Any devices in multiple piconets participate at the appropriate time 
called full duplex transmission [10] via time division multiplexing.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Bluetooth Mater-Slave Structure 
 
 
 
 
 
Bluetooth employs a transmission technique called frequency hopping spread spectrum to reduce interference and 
fading. This means that every 625 usec the channel will hop to another frequency within the 2402 to 2480 MHz 
range, whereby the carrier frequency of the transmitter changes up to 1600 hops (channels) per second. [10] This 
translates to 1600 every second. The frequency hopping pattern is known by the communicating devices ahead of 
time. Frequency hopping has two significant benefits: 
• Improved privacy. By switching the carrier frequency up to 1600 times a second, it becomes harder to 

eavesdrop on data. This is because the frequency pattern hopping pattern appears random except to the devices 
communicating with one another.  

• Improved noise and narrowband interference rejection  
The Bluetooth protocol allows the authentication and encryption of a link at the same time [2]. The security is 
controlled by the lower layers of the Bluetooth protocol. A first security level is assured by the fact that each 
Bluetooth module has a unique address MAC (48-bits). To achieve a real level of security, the system, the Bluetooth 
system necessitates 2 secret keys (authentication key and encryption key) as well as a random number (generated 
regularly) [2] in two stages: 
1st stage: Authentication. The scanner sends a challenge to the terminal with which it wishes to connect itself and 
sends the decoded bar code. The terminal has to reply to the challenge by returning a link key shared between the 
scanner and the terminal. 
2nd stage: Encryption. When the authentication has been carried out between the 2 devices, the link can be 
encrypted.  
While authentication and privacy could be handled at the software protocol layer, it is also provided in the Bluetooth 
physical layer. A particular connection can be specified to require either one-way, two-way, or no authentication. 
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The authentication is provided using a challenge/response system. The system supports key lengths of 40 or 64 bits. 
The key management is left to software layers. These security mechanisms and the associated software allow a user 
to set up his or her devices to only communicate with each other. All Bluetooth devices implement this physical 
layer security in the same way. Of course, for highly sensitive applications, it is also recommended that more 
advanced algorithms should be utilized in the network transport or application layer. [10] 
 

2. Bluetooth Connections 
 

Common types of links used in Bluetooth are Asynchronous Connection-oriented (ACL) for data, and synchronous 
connection-oriented (SCO) link [1] for voice. The asynchronous data channels are provided using packet switching 
utilizing polling TDMA [1] scheme ACL is the normal type of radio link used for general data packets using a 
polling scheme to arbitrate access [10]. A connection must be explicitly set up and accepted between two devices 
before packets can be transferred. ACL packets are retransmitted automatically if unacknowledged, allowing for 
correction of a radio link that is subject to interference. ACL links are disconnected if there is nothing received for 
the supervision timeout period; the default timeout is 20 seconds, but this may be modified by the master. ACL can 
carry several different packet types, which are distinguished by: length normally 1, 3, or 5 time slots depending on 
required payload size, forward error correction and modulation i.e. EDR - enhanced data rate - packets allow up to 
triple data rate by using a different RF modulation for the payload. SCO type of radio link (channel) is used for 
voice data [1] and is provided using circuit switching [10]. An SCO link is a set of reserved timeslots on an existing 
ACL link. Each device transmits encoded voice data in the reserved timeslot. There are no retransmissions, but 
forward error correction can be optionally applied. SCO packets may be sent every 1, 2 or 3 timeslots. Enhanced 
SCO (eSCO) links allow greater flexibility in setting up links: they may use retransmissions to achieve reliability, 
allow a wider variety of packet types, and greater intervals between packets than SCO, thus increasing radio 
availability for other links.  [1] A combined data-voice SCO packet is also defined. This can provide 64 kb/sec voice 
and 64 kb/sec data in each direction [10]. Bluetooth can support an asymmetric link with up to 723.2 kb/s in one 
direction and 57.6 kb/s in the return direction, or a symmetric link with 433.9 kb/s in both directions at once [4]. 
To control of the radio link between two devices, handling matters such as link establishment, querying device 
abilities and power control, link management protocol (LMP) is implemented on the controller. Host/controller 
interface (HCI) is used for the standardised communication between the host stack (e.g., a PC or mobile phone OS) 
and the controller (the Bluetooth IC). This standard allows the host stack or controller IC to be swapped with 
minimal adaptation. There are several HCI transport layer standards, each using a different hardware interface to 
transfer the same command, event and data packets. The most commonly used are USB (in PCs) and UART (in 
mobile phones and PDAs). In Bluetooth devices with simple functionality (e.g., headsets), the host stack and 
controller can be implemented on the same microprocessor. In this case the HCI is optional, although often 
implemented as an internal software interface. Low Energy Link Layer (LE LL) is implemented on the controller 
and manages advertisement, scanning, connection and security from a low-level, close to the hardware point of 
view. [1] Companies such as Cambridge Silicon Radio are working on single chip Bluetooth solution with roadmaps 
towards the $5 cost target. In future designs the host controller software will be frozen and the flash memory will be 
integrated as mask ROM into the silicon, further reducing the size of the design. [10] 
 
 
3. Bluetooth Hardware 
 
Bluetooth hardware can be divided into two primary functions, the Radio Module and the Link Module. At this time, 
a complete Bluetooth hardware module including both Radio and Link subsystems costs between $25-30 in 
additional parts. In most countries, includes the frequency range from 2400 to 2483.5 MHz. Of course, as always 
when dealing with international standards, there are a few exceptions. The primary geographies with exceptions are 
France (2446.5 to 2483.5 MHz) and Spain (2445 to 2475 MHz). At this time, Bluetooth products for these two 
markets are local versions that are not interoperable with the international versions which implement the full range. 
These localized versions have a reduced frequency band and a different hopping algorithm. However, the Bluetooth 
SIG is working with authorities in both countries to open the full range. [10] 
Bluetooth radio modules use Gaussian Frequency Shift Keying (GFSK) for modulation. A binary system is used 
where a one is signified by a positive frequency deviation and a zero is signified by a negative frequency deviation. 
The data is transmitted at a symbol rate of 1 Ms/sec. [10] Devices functioning with GFSK are said to be operating in 
basic rate (BR) mode where an instantaneous data rate of 1 Mbit/s is possible. Since the introduction of Bluetooth 
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2.0+EDR, π/4-DQPSK and 8DPSK modulation may also be used between compatible devices. The term Enhanced 
Data Rate (EDR) is used to describe π/4-DPSK and 8DPSK schemes, each giving 2 and 3 Mbit/s respectively. The 
combination of these (BR and EDR) modes in Bluetooth radio technology is classified as a "BR/EDR radio". [1] 
The Link Module and the closely associated Link Manager software are responsible for the baseband protocols and 
some other low level link functions. This includes sending/receiving data, setting up connections, error detection and 
correction, data whitening, power management, and authentication. The link module is responsible for deriving the 
hop sequence. This is accomplished using the Bluetooth Device Address (BD_ADDR) of the master device. All 
Bluetooth devices are assigned a 48-bit IEEE 802 address. This 48-bit master device address is used by each of the 
devices in the piconet to derive the hop sequence. [10] The Link Module is also responsible for performing the three 
error correction schemes that are defined for Bluetooth: 

• 1/3 rate FEC 
• 2/3 rate FEC 
• ARQ scheme for the data 

The purpose of the two FEC (forward error correction) schemes is to reduce the number of retransmissions. The 
ARQ scheme (automatic retransmission request) will cause the data to be retransmitted until an acknowledgement is 
received indicating a successful transmission (or until a pre-defined time-out occurs). A CRC (cyclic redundancy 
check) code is added to each packet and used by the receiver to decide whether or not the packet has arrived error 
free. Note that the ARQ scheme is only used for data packets, not synchronous payloads such as voice. [10] 
 
 
4. Conclusions and Future Scope of Work 
 
As Bluetooth is gaining popularity among users due to ease of use and only cost of device. A further addition of 
frequency hopping spectrum adds extra benefits to Bluetooth for privacy and security in communication. The 
technology introduced a new network category PAN (personal area network), new wireless service with its own 
standard. The technology supports Asynchronous Connection-oriented link, and Synchronous Connection-Oriented 
link for both data as well as voice communications between devices. The technology encompasses Time-division 
multiplexing and Gaussian frequency shift keying modulation method as well as Link Manager for transferring data, 
error detection & correction, power control, authentication, and to manage the retransmissions for the purpose of fast 
and successful delivery of the data. The future scope of work includes the exploration of modulation methods for 
transmission. 
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